


PHEASANT SHOOTING SLOVAKIA

Shooting Pheasant in Slovakia has a long history going back to the Austrian monarchy.
We have access to several renowned local estates. We are privileged to have the
pheasant shooting rights on five historic estates and we are combining them with first
class dining and accommodation facilities. Accommodation is always at the famous
Hotel Château Bela close to the different estates. 

Driven pheasant shooting is offered from November through to February. Typically
shooting begins at around 09:30 am with approximately 6 drives during the day, but this
depends on the shooting abilities and the time of the year. Each day is held at a different
estate. 

The outstanding topography of the estates, show challenging and spectacular birds
from a mix of established woodland and strategically sited cover crops. Each gun will be
assigned a loader who will take care of your guns, cartridges and score your birds. Light
refreshments are served in the field after the second drive of the day. Lunch is served in  
the lodges located within each estate. 

The pheasants are released before the hunt and are pushed by dogs and beaters. We
have three challenging estates for high birds and two estates with moderate hights…

Please contact my for an individual offer!
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Bird Shooting Europe
Driven Pheasant Shooting 
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PRICES 2024 - 25

DRIVEN PHEASANT SHOOTING OPTIONS

Basic Price for 4 days stay (3 hunting days):                                             2.500€ / hunter
Basic Price for 3days stay (2 hunting days):                                            2.000€ / hunter

PROGRAM 300                                                                                          8.500€ 
(app. 350 pheasants released - results per day 200 to 250 pheasants - 4 drives per day )               
 
PROGRAM 500                                                                                           11.500 € 
(app. 600 pheasants released - results per day 350 to 450 pheasants - 5 drives per day)  
 
PROGRAM 1000                                                                                          19 500 € 
(app. 1200 pheasants released - results per day 700 to 900 pheasants - 7 drives per day) 

INCLUDED: 
organisation of 3 or 2 days of driven pheasant hunting (beaters, dog handlers, loaders,
and all staff) - Accomodation for 4 or 3 nights in Chateau Bela at single room - Excellent
breakfast and 3 course dinner in Chateau Bela - Lunch and brunch provided directly at
the hunting ground, incl. some excellent local wine - Transport from airport ( Budapest /
Vienna ) and back to the airport - Transport during the whole stay in Slovakia provided
by 9-seat luxury mini vans - Special services include shotgun and shoe cleaning - All
hunting documents for hunters (invitation letter, hunting license and insurance).

NOT INCLUDED:
Non shooting partners at 300 € / night - Alcoholic drinks at the Hotel bar - Rental Gun at
250 € / trip - Extras & Tips - Cartridges at 17 € / box of 25.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
At the time of booking, a 50% deposit is required to confirm dates. Balance shall be paid
90 days before the shooting or upon arrival, if previously agreed. 
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